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Early game raid team summoners war

Below is a list of different teams that you may see when executing a slot attack. The use of the team makes to produce your own team, selecting units from Part 2 of the attacking guide. There are a number of different winning combinations that work, so if you find a team that you think works really well, share your findings in a comment below. Please note that you do not need to
have 4 front men. If you are able to get enough tank stats for units like Xiao Lin or Colleen, you can move them to the backline. Just be sure to add more tanky stats to units in 2 or 3 front men. One of the most frustrating things about war is summons summoners. I had nearly 100 6 units before I pulled Orion, and I unfortunately fed all my Dias to Briand / Fedora when he was
provided as a HOH unit. It seems no matter how much I summon, the units I want are never given to me. You will notice that I have tried to have several options below showing how you can overcome such shortcomings, however it is impossible to list them all. As you build your teams, try to make sure you have a good balance of injury, recovery, and support. The #1 – If you have
Lisa or Mihyang that many people consider a large R5 unit, then you have a few options. One popular option is to use Delphoi or Fedora as a replacement. Both provide a perfect clean skill with safety. They both also offer debuff on their automatic attack which makes them very valuable over other cleaners. Tip #2 – Most players play the initial Mihyang 40 level, yet alone are fully
skilled. So instead you can use Bella or Chason on the front line to cover healing. These units work because Bella has also undermined the defense debuff, and Chasson provides glancing and attacking buffs. Tip #3 – You need op units to succeed in R5. The top team is more of an F2P team, which is still very popular. You basically have 3 healers and 2 units that can be cleared.
If you're having issues keeping everyone improved, you can replace Delfoy for Bella or Chasson. Having issues that keep your DPS alive? Move him/her to the back line and run 2 or 3 front men. As you read more in this guide, you will find that I normally state how easy people with the CR leader will have it. Don't you have the air? Then you should use you instead. It also gives
your team a flex point of air one of the core 4 units. Tip #4 – Having a CR leader provides your team more flexibility, as your x unit is one of the core monsters. With this team you can run 2 or 3 healers and Darion in your team that will help keep your team alive as well as maintain weakening defenses in the boss. Tip #5 – Although Mihyang is a very solid hybrid unit that damages
and heals, you don't have to use him. Bella and Chasson both offer enough tools that both have solid options. Note #6 – Using Darion or Dias increases your chances of survival. It is highly recommended you use this unit because It also offers key debuffs that help the entire attacking team. Attack. Introducing Panda Fire Rescues many people grief not having a usable leader skill
in R5. He's been very blessed since he offers so much usefulness working on him and doesn't regret using the devil if you have no other Nat 5s worth the skill. Tip #7 – Many panda people don't respect fire, but he's a really big unit in R5. He offers poor defense in his first skill and a bunch of other debuffs in his 3rd skill. Tip #8 – You can also run Fedora over Panda Fire if you lack
healing blocks. Although he is not shown above, he did a great job keeping his team alive. Note #9 – Team synergy is the most important. You have to make sure your team provides all the necessary debuffs, such as weakening defenses and attacking, slow, glamour, and healing blocks. As you build using this team to create your own team, make sure you cover each of these
debuffs. Split Attack Guide Part 1 – Overview Slot Attack Guide Part 2 – Unit Review Gap Attack Guide Part 3 – Team Offers Attack Standard Teams Attack Speed Attack Team YOLO Team Progress Guide November 22, 2019 Slot Attack Level 5 (R5) Unique Content in Battle Summoners where you party up with 2 other players to fight the attacking boss together. You have a
team of 6 monsters that can be placed on either the front or backline with frontline monsters getting a lot of damage and monster backline getting much less. R5 gives you some of the best rewards in the game, here you will get Grinds and Enchants that allow you to place and increase substats in all your runes. Farming R5 will give you massive boosts to power your runes and
monsters. In the following image you can see how I can use Grinds to increase my already strong power runes: common conditions here are some common conditions used in war summoners you must learn before reading this guide: ATB - Bar Attack (Attack Gauge) Debuff - Damage Erasing Effects - Elimination of Harmful Effects proc - Skill Activation or Rune Nat Effect 5 -
Natural 5 Star Monster Attack Boss Overview Understanding Chief Mechanics Attack is the most important thing that will help you successfully build an R5 team. Here are the important and passive skills that the R5 boss has you need to be aware of: breathe doom attacks all enemies and reduce your attacking power and attack speed for 2 turns. Put them in a state of
unawareness for 2 turns after the attack. The rate of harmful effect activation will increase as the attack level increases. The doom crush (frontline only attack) targets the enemy's front line and unleashes an attack that ignores all useful effects. The damage increases substantially as the target defense is reduced. This attack will target the backline if there are no monsters left at
the forefront. The furious roar gets furious whenever the enemy gets to turn and the skill will automatically activate when furious 16 times. Attacks all enemies, remove all useful effects and recover HP in proportion It has been removed from beneficial effects. The attack will also numb all enemies and will forever increase the power of the boss's attack. Destroying the total attacks
of all party members whenever the boss loses 25% of HP. All harmful effects will be eliminated and the chief's statistics will increase substantially when this skill is activated. Crush the resurrection and gain the doom breath of extra blow whenever total destruction is activated. When the boss removes the entire monster team, the speed of the boss attack will increase and start
attacking all nearby enemies. Terminator (passive) revenge will increase the damage of the next attack in proportion to the number of enemy turns. The damage will be reset after the attack. The ruler will share the chaos (passive) 3 chief heads of attack gauges at the start of the battle using its turbulent powers. Also, the boss will fix the tailored damage HP receives by sharing a
single HP among 3 important skill heads and Debuffs Skills Reduction Leader (def%, Res%, Crit% rate) Clear attack breaking healing block attack speed reduction ATB defense harm reduction passive glaze reduction stats other non-important skills and Debuffs: attack power buff, Increase ATB, Brand R5 Team Makes (Gap Attack Level 5) Team Layout: Stat Needed Frontline
Monster: 2-Man Front Line: 4-Man Front Line: Monster Back line: Speed, Accuracy, &amp; Resistance: Cleaners &amp; Healers: SPD: 200+ Accuracy: 15% Resistance: 70% Frontline Tanks: SPD: As Accurate as Possible : 15% Resistance: 70% Harm sellers: SPD: 150-200 Accuracy: 15% Resistance: As much as you can without losing in injury combined team two damage front
line tank vendor - highly tank monster that provides a lot of important skills. (Most of the time Darion or DS will be for passive self-harm reduction) frontline tank/healing backup - a highly tanked monster that provides a lot of important skills and improves if your cleaner doesn't improve. The main healer - his main healing almost always should be Colleen, he provides the most
important skills and debuffs with powerful improvements. There is even no Nat 5 that is better than him as an original healer in R5. Cleansing/backup healing - should have AoE cleanse in 4 turns or cooling down. Should either provide improved backups or another important skill. DMG vendor #1 - you need your damage vendors to provide at least 2 important skills. The most
common skills you want with your injury vendors provide slow speed attack, ATB reduction, defense break, and leader skill. (Monsters that increase damage based on the number of very strong debuffs here since the boss will have tons of debuffs on him) DMG vendor #2 - you need your damage vendors to provide at least 2 important skills. The most common skills you want with
your injury vendors provide slow speed attack, ATB reduction, defense break, and leader skill. (Monsters that increase damage are based on the number of debuffs Strong here since the boss will have tons of debuffs on him) a triple injury dealer for this team combination to work you need to use frontline 4 men with your tank, main healer, cleaner, and an injury dealer at the
forefront. Frontline damage dealers have to hit some tanky and get in vampire runes so they can survive the front line. Frontline Tank - A very tank monster that provides a lot of important skills. (Most of the time Darion or DS will be for passive self-harm reduction) the main healer - his main healing almost always should be Colleen, he provides the most important skills and
debuffs with powerful improvements. There is even no Nat 5 that is better than him as an original healer in R5. Cleansing/backup healing - should have AoE cleanse in 4 turns or cooling down. Or it should offer improved backups and another important skill. DMG vendor #1 - you need your damage vendors to provide at least 2 important skills. The most common skills you want
with your injury vendors provide slow speed attack, ATB reduction, defense break, and leader skill. (Monsters that increase damage based on the number of very strong debuffs here since the boss will have tons of debuffs on him) DMG vendor #2 - you need your damage vendors to provide at least 2 important skills. The most common skills you want with your injury vendors
provide slow speed attack, ATB reduction, defense break, and leader skill. (Monsters that increase damage based on the number of very strong debuffs here since the boss will have tons of debuffs on him) DMG vendor #3 - you need your damage vendors to provide at least 2 important skills. The most common skills you want with your injury vendors provide slow speed attack,
ATB reduction, defense break, and leader skill. (Monsters that increase damage based on the number of very strong debuffs here since the boss will have tons of debuffs on him) twin R5 team you can run both double injury dealer and seller damage triple R5 team with twins (note by setting up triple injury dealer you will use 2 twins in the back line with the third non-twin injury
dealer on the front line). The best Rift Attack Level 5 (R5) team you can build is a three-injury twins team vendor for the following reasons: they are very reliable. They run faster than any other team competition with Ron Equal (counting any cheesy Katarina team because the vast majority of Ravens players don't have to work for those teams.) Do allow you to save runes because
you can use twins for their dungeons, slot beasts, and ToA teams as well. Best Monsters to Attack Slots (R5) Frontline Tanks: DS (Dark Death Knight) R5 Rating: 10/10 Brings to the Table: 30% Resistance Leader Reduces Passive Skill Damage: 15% Less Damage + 50% Lower Chance to crit 100% Chance to Ground Attack Break with Second Skill (Double Impact) 80% Chance
to Put Healing Debuff Blocks With First Skill 100% Chance to Defend Second skill (two hit) notes: DS is the best frontline tank to attack because he provides so many of the most important skills you need all in a monster. He is also one of only 2 good resistance lead monsters for R5. Because his base defense is very high and his passive reduces the damage much — it's easy to
get him tanky enough for the front line even in revenge or team-set extensive stat-like fights or designated runes. Darion (Light Vagabond) R5 Points: 9/10 Brings to the table: Reduced passive injury: 20% less damage to your team's 70% chance to land a break attack with a second skill (double kick) 100% chance to land a break defense with first skill notes: Darion is great free to
play substitutes for Dias if you don't have him. While Darion is not quite as good as Dias provides 2 important debuffs along with much-needed passive harm reduction. Passive injury reduction stacks so be sure to use both DS and Darion in one team. Bastet (Queen of the Water Desert) R5 Points: 9/10 Brings to the table: 33% defense skill leader 80% chance to land attack-
breaking in first skill 75% chance to land improved blocks in second skill (triple kick) 75% chance to land defense break in second skill (Triple Stats) 75% chance to land Glancing Debuff in second skill (three hits) 25% attacking bar boost for his team with shields and attacking buff notes: Bastet is basically an improved version of Fey, he offers similar debuffs with higher chances of
landing them. He also provides attacking buffs and maintains his shield better than the healing buff of the game. Faye (Fire Panda Warrior) R5 Points: 8/10 Brings to the table: 33% defense leader skill high chance to ground attack break in skill top three chances to pitch slow speed attack in skill three 50% chance to ground defense break in skill one (Three hits) Top chance to
land Glancing Debuff in skill three provides a small amount of backup healing notes: Big Faye Young is dedicated as a second front line tank because she provides crucial leader skill and tons of debuffs. He is good to use when you runes don't allow your healers, cleaners, or frontline tank damage vendors yet but when you have good enough runes you will be replaced with
additional damage dealer. Fedora (Knights of Death Water) R5 Points: 7/10 Brings to the table: 25% defense leader cleans up backup skill in 5 cooldown turn 100% chance to ground-breaking attack with second skill (two hits) 80% chance of putting He blocks debuff with a first skill 100% chance to land a break defense with a second skill (two hit) notes: while Fedora does offer a
good amount of important skills &amp; debuffs I'm making him not recommend because Faye is just playing better and fusible. Many players will kick you out of R5 runs if you are using Fedora instead of better frontline tanks. Main &amp; Backup Healers: Colleen (Fire Harpu) R5 Rating: 10/10 Brings To The Table: 70% chance to land Attack Break on first skill (Double Hit) 100%
chance to Healing blocks in the second skill (triple hit) Decent Healing with 3 innings of attacking power buff notes: The reason Colleen is the best healing attack is he provides 2 of the most important debuffs in a very reliable way because all his few hits gives debuffs multiple chances to apply. Since his first skill put up the most important debuff for R5 (attack break) you can build
him up with revenge runes to make sure the attack breaks is always on the boss. Praha (Oracle Water) R5 Rating: 9/10 Brings to the table: 41% Great Skill Leader Resistance 50% HP Healing Notes: Praha's 41% Resistance Leader is amazing because it greatly reduces stat requirements for your monsters. The 50% horsepower improvement is also very large to keep you a ton
of and allow you to build Colleen in full revenge or team stat rune set instead of violence. He also hit a great base so it's easy to tank himself enough for the front line. Mihyang (Sky Water Dancer) R5 Points: 9/10 Brings to the table: Half-clean backup Healing has a 50% chance of putting Debuff Glancing on first skill notes: Clear backup Mihyang debuffs off his team further
keeping not only his team more viable but it will keep your team more damage by keeping them attacking. Improving backups is also great for keeping more, allowing Colleen himself to be forced into violence. Chasun (Wind Sky Dancer) R5 Rating: 7/10 Brings to the table: Powerful healing with a buff attack has a 50% chance of putting Glancing Debuff on first skill notes: Chasun
can be used as a frontline tank healing but he's not that good because he doesn't offer many important skills or debuffs and takes too many turns that adds to the bosses' numb counters. Cleaners: Amarna (Anubis Light) R5 Rating: 10/10 Brings to the table: Cleanse your team and heal for 30% in cooling 4 turn (will also live a dead friend incase someone on your team dies) 50%
chance to avoid healing in the first skill (two beats) 50% Chance to put break defenses on the first skill (two kicks) 60% chance to put branding debuff on the second skill (three beats) Notes: Amanna is the best attacking healer because she provides a powerful eraser and healing all-in-one monster while also bringing a few important debuffs along with a rare branding debuff to
speed up her runs significantly. He also has a safety revival built into his third skill that could save his run if the dealer dies his frontline injury. Amanna is also a smart healer/cleaner because she doesn't use her third skill unless her team is low on HP or debuffs on them. Lisa (Neoston Fire agent) R5 Points: 9/10 brings to the table: Clear your team and teams with 2 hemdos that
adds more damage and reduces their cooldowns by 1 innings. (In cooling down 4 in turn) 50% chance of putting debuff Glancing on the first skill (two beats) notes: it may seem like Lisa doesn't bring much but you have to realize that when she teams up with other monsters on the team Make them apply debuffs on their first And then also get your second and third skills up faster.
Lisa is one of the best cleaners for some R5 team comps. Nikki (Dark Girl Occult) R5 rating: 9/10 brings to the table: Cleanse your team and heal based attacking power in 3 cooling turns 35% chance to stop her healing in third skill (5x hits) Backup attacking buff strength on third skill notes: Nikki is a great R5 cleaner because she has a cleansing that also improves on only 3-turn
cooling. His healing also improves damage vendors by a great deal because it improves based on HP's not attacking power. Nicki is a semi-intelligent healer/cleaner because he doesn't use his healing/eraser unless his team needs it, however sometimes he will use his third skill if it's off cooling off even when his team needs healing or erasing. Nicki also provides an important
healing debuff block and backup bow attack for when the boss strips his attacking buff from Colleen. Anavel (Water Girl Occult) R5 Points: 9/10 Brings to the table: Clear your team and heal based on attacking power in 3 innings cooling down 50% chance to break defense in third skill (triple kick) Notes: Anavel is great for the same reasons Nikki doesn't have the only difference is
that she brings break defenses instead of improving blocks and backup attacking buff power. For these reasons Goodness is a little better than Anwell but they are very close. Jamire (Dragons Wind) R5 Points: 8/10 Brings to the table: Clear your team and refresh your cooldowns so they're ready to get used. (5 cool down turn) 70% chance of putting attack break on second skill.
NOTES: Jamire is the only cleaner you can turn away by having in Cooling 5 because of your cooling refresh which will keep you much more because your healers have their healing to the top. I however consider using a second cleaner or Mihyang as your healer. Jamire is also great because he hit a very tanky base that makes it easy for him to tank the front line. Delphoi (Bud
Undine) R5 Points: 8/10 Brings to the table: Clear your team and gives the safety buff for 2 innings, also improves for 15% HP in cooling 4 innings. 50%-80% chance of putting debuff slow speed attack on first skill notes: Delphoi is a very good cleaner because he also provides some healing so you don't need a second healer and the safety buff can sometimes come in handy to
prevent debuffs from going on your team. You should be able to get your crit rate to about 40%+ which means that he will also get another 19% of the crit leader's skill making him attack a very reliable slow ground speed. Konamiya (Garuda Water) R5 Points: 8/10 Brings to the table: Clear your team and gives them a small 15% HP improvement on cooling 3 turn fills the attacking
bar of a team member on second skill notes: the reason Konamiya is so big is to clear himself in a really short cooling and he also improves, so you don't need a second healer in his comp. Injury Vendors: Melissa (Chakram Dancer) R5 Points: 10/10 brings to the table: 60% chance to go to Up to the break attack in the second skill 60% chance of putting the defense break on the
second skill injury third skill increases 10% for any harmful effect on boss notes: Melissa is the best seller of R5 damage because not only does she have 2 important debuffs but she also gets crazy damage because her third skill gets a big damage buff of all debuffs in the attacking boss. Sabrina (Water Boomerang Warrior) R5 Points: 10/10 Brings to the table: 60% chance of
putting attack break on skill two (triple kick) 100% chance to put healing blocks in skill two (triple kick) 60% chance to put break defense in double skill (kick) Trilogy) 75% chance of putting the defense break in skill is a 35% injury boost for himself and Chakram Dancer notes: Even after the nerf Sabrina twins are one of the best sellers of damage for R5 because he brings 3 of the
most important debuffs along with great damage and injury boosts for his chakram dancers. Full Sabrina Monster Guide Talia (Water Chakram Dancer) R5 Rating: 8/10 Brings to the table: Self-clean debuffs on skill two 50% damage increase when HP bosses below 50% for her and Boomerang Warrior Notes: Talia is fine but her wind sister is better for R5 because she doesn't
really have anything but damage to the table. Melissa Chakram wind will also do more harm than she did in attack most of the time while also bringing important debuffs. Talia Skill 2 will also add an extra stack to furious roar bosses. You also want to build Taliya with pure damage for your dungeon team but if you want to use her in attack you need to sacrifice some damage to her
little tank to survive the backline. Full Taliya Monster Air Guide (Rakshasa Fire) R5 Rating: 8/10 Brings to the Table: 19% Crit Skill Rate Leader 80% Chance to Put Slow Attack Speed on First Skill (20% Odds to double hit) ATB cuts 25% on all skills (20% chance to double hit) Notes: Air is one of the best and most common injury sellers for R5 because he is the only good crit rate
leader to attack. He also provides 2 of the rarest important debuffs you need for a successful R5 team. Xiao Lin (Water Kung Fu Girl) R5 Points: 8/10 Brings to the table: 100% chance of putting slow attack speed with second skill 80% chance to ATB reduced by 50% with second skill 50% chance of putting defense break with skill a third skill does great damage that is increased by
15% for every debuff in the boss. NOTES: Xiao Lin is similar to Melissa where she brings great damage along with several important debuffs. You can also use light, dark, or kung fu girl fire as an alternative if you have one of the water. Bud Homunculus (Swing Wind Path) R5 Rating: 8/10 Brings to the table: 50% chance of putting healing blocks with first skill (triple kick) 100%
chance to be placed Giving slow attack speed with second skill (triple hit) 100% chance of putting defense break with third skill (triple kick) 100% chance to put brand with third skill (triple kick) Notes: Wind Provides tons of great debuffs including an incredibly rare brand that runs itself much faster. The problem with him is that he doesn't do as much damage as some other damage
vendors and by making him you sacrifice having Homunculus water is much more useful. Stella (Water Killer) R5 Score: 7/10 Brings to the table: 70% reduction at ATB in third skill 75% chance of putting break defense in first skill 100% chance to put brand and silence with second skill (two beats) Notes: While Stella is shone by some other injury sellers I mentioned above, Having
at least one person in your attacking party with Stella would be desirable to make sure you're branding on the boss. Also while the silence on the boss doesn't work at all what those doses are doing is adding another debuff on the boss giving his Melissa, Xiao Lin, and Brandia's extra damage. Brandia (Polar Queen Fire) R5 rating: 7/10 brings to the table: 100% chance of putting
attack break with second skill 100% chance of putting glancing kick with second skill 55% chance of putting defence break with first skill third skill does great damage which is 30% increased for each debuff in the boss. NOTES: While Brandia is great the issue with her is that on most teams Xiao Lin comps are just better. Xiao Lin just did more harm while providing debuffs that are
not equally covered by his support. Mei Hu Wang (Monkey King Fire) R5 Score: 6/10 Brings to the table: 33% defense leader skill 100% chance to put defense break with second safety skill to stun bosses and gains 200% attacking power after hitting 10 times Notes: Mei Hu Wang is good as a half-injury dealer and frontline tank. Because of his great base stats and self-
preservation he could easily be the front line even in an injury dealer making tanks. His passive which makes him immune to stun and gives him tons of attacking power makes him a decent third frontline injury dealer when you need a 33% defending skill leader. Argen (Vampire Wind) R5 Points: 6/10 Brings to the table: 100% chance of putting attack break with second skill 100%
chance to put slow attack speed with second skill has some self-preservation in The first skill of the third skill does very good damage and increases by 25% for each debuff on boss notes: Argen Big free to play (F2P) damage dealer that can replace Air or Xiao Lane until you get them. The only problem with Argen is that his debuffs are not as good and his injury is also lower. R5
Team Queue here are a few base team combinations you can use. If you really want to build the best team possible for your stage of the game I recommend you check out our ultimate progress guide. There we played in depth in what are the best teams to use for all stages of the Summoners war, from incredibly reliable early game teams to ending speed teams. (We even cover
some crazy twin speed teams that allow you to use twins for dungeons and attacks so you don't have to build and rune tons of different for PvE) Example Team #1 (Safer) This team is a great starter team, its safe and doesn't require strong runes. Front line: Dias (L), Football Game Phi (L) Backline: Colleen, Konamiya, Air (L), Replace Xiao Lin: You can replace DS with Darion but
you are able to use the resistance leader if your other two partners don't have it. You can also replace Konamiya with a higher points cleaner. You can also replace either Xiao Lin or Air with Argen if you don't have any of them. For example #2 (faster) the team will have faster run time but require better runes as reliable as the safe team example. Front line: Dias (L), Colleen,
Konamiya, Xiao Lin Backline: Air (L), Stella's replacement: You can replace DS with Darion but you only have 1 leader skill option. You can also replace Konamiya with another cleaner that also improves. You can also replace one of the damage vendors with fire money and put him to the forefront while moving Xiao Lin to the backline. You can also replace Stella with another
damage dealer like Homunculus Wind. Quick summary and conclusion: Gap attack level 5 (R5) is the most effective way to increase the power of your runes and monsters after you breed a good amount of GB10 and DB10. Being successful in R5 comes down to having a squad that has numerous sources of any important debuff along with the other requirements listed in the
article above. After you have a good team combination you need to make sure you build your monsters with correct runes and stats, in my ultimate progress guide fail exactly how to rune each R5 monster. Monster.
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